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Abstract
Context: Smells in software systems impair software quality and make them
hard to maintain and evolve. The software engineering community has explored various dimensions concerning smells and produced extensive research
related to smells. The plethora of information poses challenges to the community to comprehend the state-of-the-art tools and techniques.
Objective: We aim to present the current knowledge related to software
smells and identify challenges as well as opportunities in the current practices.
Method: We explore the definitions of smells, their causes as well as effects, and their detection mechanisms presented in the current literature.
We studied 445 primary studies in detail, synthesized the information, and
documented our observations.
Results: The study reveals five possible defining characteristics of smells —
indicator, poor solution, violates best-practices, impacts quality, and recurrence. We curate ten common factors that cause smells to occur including
lack of skill or awareness and priority to features over quality. We classify
existing smell detection methods into five groups — metrics, rules/heuristics,
history, machine learning, and optimization-based detection. Challenges in
the smells detection include the tools’ proneness to false-positives and poor
coverage of smells detectable by existing tools.
Keywords: Code smells, Software smells, Antipatterns, Software quality,
Maintainability, Smell detection tools, Technical debt
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1. Introduction
Kent Beck coined the term “code smell” in the context of identifying
quality issues in code that can be refactored to improve the maintainability
of a software [38]. He emphasized that the presence of excessive number of
smells in a software system makes the software hard to maintain and evolve.
Since then, the smell metaphor has been extended to various related
subdomains of software systems including testing [26], database [52], and
configuration [109]. Further, since the inception of the metaphor, the software engineering community has explored various associated dimensions that
include proposing a catalog of smells, detecting smells using a variety of techniques, exploring the relationships among smells, and identifying the causes
and effects of smells.
The large number of available resources poses a challenge, equally to both
researchers and practitioners, to comprehend the status quo of tools, methods, and techniques concerning software smells. Analyzing and synthesizing
available information could not only help the software engineering community understand the existing knowledge, but also reveal the challenges that
exist in the present set of methods and opportunities to address them.
There have been a few attempts to understand current practices and provide an overview of the existing knowledge about software smells. Singh et
al. [116] present a systematic literature review on code smells and refactoring in object-oriented software systems by studying 238 primary studies.
The survey focuses on the smell detection methods and tools as well as the
techniques and tools used to refactor them. The authors divide smell detection methods based on the degree of automation employed in smell detection
methods.
Similarly, Zhang et al. [140] review studies from year 2000 to 2009 and
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draw a few observations about current research on smells. They reveal a
large gap in existing smells’ literature — current studies have chosen a small
number of smells for their study and some of the smells (such as message
chains) are poorly explored by the community. Further, the study emphasizes
that the impact of code smells is not well understood.
Various tools have been proposed to detect smells. Fernandes et al. [32]
provides a comprehensive study containing a comparison of 84 smell detection
tools. Similarly, Rasool et al. [103] also review existing code smell detection
tools and reveal the challenges associated with them. A few studies [4, 78]
provide an extensive coverage to refactoring techniques available to refactor
the smells.
In this study, we explore the resources related to smells extensively that
were published between the years 1999 – 2016 and present the current knowledge in a synthesized and consolidated form. Additionally, our goal is to identify challenges in the present knowledge and find opportunities to overcome
them.
1.1. Contributions of this study
This survey makes the following contributions to the field.
• The study provides a holistic status quo of various dimensions associated with software smells. These dimensions include definition, classification, types, detection methods, as well as causes and impacts of
smells.
• It presents the state-of-the-art in the current research, reveal deficiencies in present tools and techniques, and identifies research opportunities to advance the domain.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we define the methodology
followed in the study in Section 2. We discuss the results in Section 3 and
we present our conclusions in Section 4.
2. Methodology
In this section, we first present the objectives of this study and derived
research questions. We illustrate the search protocol that we used to identify
relevant studies. The search protocol includes not only the steps to collect
the initial set of studies, but also inclusion and exclusion criteria that we
apply on the initial set of studies to obtain a filtered set of primary studies.
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2.1. Research objectives and questions
The goal of this study is to provide a consolidated yet extensive overview
of software smells covering their definition, types, causes, detection methods,
and impact on various aspects of software development. In this study, we
address the following research questions:
RQ1 What is the definition of a software smell?
We aim to understand how the term “smell” is defined by various researchers. We infer basic defining characteristics and types of smells.
RQ2 How do smells get introduced in software systems?
We explore the reasons that cause smells in software systems.
RQ3 How do smells affect the software development processes, artifacts, or
people?
We present the impact of smells on software systems. Specifically, we
study impacts of smells on processes, artifacts, and people.
RQ4 How do smells get detected?
We discuss the techniques employed by researchers to identify smells.
RQ5 What are the open research questions?
We present the perceived deficiencies and the open research questions
with respect to smells, their detection, and their interpretations.
2.2. Literature search protocol
The literature search protocol aims to identify primary studies which form
the basis of the survey. Our search protocol has three phases:
1. We identify a list of relevant conferences and journals and manually
search their proceedings.
2. We search seven well-known digital libraries.
3. We perform filtering and consolidation of the studies identified in the
previous phases and prepare a single library of relevant studies.
2.2.1. Literature search – Phase 1
We identify a comprehensive list of conferences and journals based on
papers published in these venues related to smells. We manually search the
proceedings of the selected venues between the year 1999 and 2016. The start
year has been selected as 1999 since the smell metaphor was introduced in
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1999. During the manual search, the following set of terms were searched in
the title of studies: smell, antipattern, quality, maintainability, maintenance,
and metric. All the studies containing at least one of the search terms in their
title were selected and recorded. Table 1 presents the selected conferences
and journals along with their corresponding number of studies selected in
Phase 1.
The domain of refactoring is closely related to that of software smells.
Given the vast knowledge present in the field of refactoring, it requires a
separate study specifically for software refactoring. Therefore, we consider
work concerning refactoring outside the scope of this study.
Table 1: Studies selected in the Phase 1

Venue
Automated Software Engineering
Empirical Software Engineering
Empirical Software Engineering and Measurement
European Conference on Object-Oriented Programming
Foundations of Software Engineering
IEEE Software
International Conference of Software Maintenance
and Evolution
International Conference on Program Comprehension
International Conference on Software Engineering
Journal of Systems and Software
Mining Software Repositories
Software Analysis, Evolution, and Reengineering
/ European Conference on Software Maintenance
and Reengineering
Source Code Analysis and Manipulation
Systems, Programming, Languages and Applications: Software for Humanity
Transactions on Software Engineering
Transactions on Software Engineering and
Methodology
Total selected studies in Phase 1
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Type
Conference
Journal
Conference
Conference

#Studies
24
61
68
2

Conference
Journal
Conference

19
78
220

Conference

38

Conference
Journal
Conference
Conference

85
146
28
135

Conference
Conference

22
8

Journal
Journal

83
11
1028

2.2.2. Literature search – Phase 2
In the second phase, we carried out search on seven well-known digital
libraries. The terms used for the search are: software smell, antipattern,
software quality, maintainability, maintenance, and software metric. We appended the term “software” to the search terms in order to obtain more
relevant results. Additionally, we apply filters such as “computer science”
and “software engineering” wherever it was possible and relevant to refine the
search results. Table 2 shows the searched digital libraries and corresponding
number of selected studies.
Table 2: Studies selected in the Phase 2

Digital Library
Google Scholar
SpringerLink
ACM Digital Library
ScienceDirect
Scopus
IEEE Xplore
Web of Science
Total selected studies in Phase 2

Number of studies
196
44
108
40
150
151
58
747

2.2.3. Literature search – Phase 3
In the third phase, we defined inclusion and exclusion criteria to filter
out irrelevant studies and to prepare a consolidated library. The inclusion/exclusion criteria are listed below.
Inclusion criteria
• Studies that discuss smells in software development, present a catalog
of one of the different types of software smells (such as code smells, test
smells, and configuration smells), produce factors that cause smells, or
explore their impact on any facet of software development (for instance,
artifacts, people, or process).
• Studies introducing smell detection mechanisms or providing a comparison using any suitable technique.
• Resources revealing the deficiencies in the present set of methods, tools,
and practices.
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Exclusion criteria
• Studies focusing on external (in-use) software quality or not directly
related with software smells.
• Studies that propose the refactoring of smells, or identifies refactoring
opportunities.
• Articles containing keynote, extended abstract, editorial, tutorial, poster,
or panel discussion (due to insufficient details and small size).
• Studies whose full text is not available.
Each selected article from phase 1 or 2 went through a manual inspection
of title, keywords, and abstract. The inspection applied the inclusion and
exclusion criteria leading to inclusion or exclusion of the articles. We obtained
445 articles after completing the inspection and removing the duplicates.
These articles are the primary studies that we studied in detail. We took
notes while studying the selected articles. We then mark all the relevant
articles for each research question and included them in the corresponding
discussion.
We did not limit ourselves to only to the primary studies. We included
secondary sources of information and articles as and when we spotted them
while studying primary studies. Therefore, although our primary studies
belong to the period 1999 – 2016, due to the inclusion of the secondary
studies, we refer studies in this paper that were published before or after
the selected period. An interested reader may find the list of all the selected
papers in each phase online [112].
After we completed the detailed study, we categorized the resources based
on the dimensions of smells they belong to. Figure 1 provides an overview
of the studied dimensions of software smells; a number in brackets shows the
number of associated references. A document containing extended version of
the figure has been made available online [108]; the document additionally
shows all the references in the figure.
3. Results and Discussion
In this section, we present our synthesized observations corresponding to
each research question addressed in this study.
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Figure 1: Overview of the study; a number in brackets shows the number of associated
references

3.1. RQ1: What is the definition of a software smell?
We break down the question into the following sub-questions where each
sub-question deals with precisely one specific aspect of software smells’ definition.
RQ1.1 What are the defining characteristics of a software smell?
RQ1.2 What are the types of smells?
RQ1.3 How are the smells classified?
RQ1.4 Are smells and antipatterns considered synonyms?
3.1.1. RQ1.1: What are the defining characteristics of a software smell?
Kent Beck coined the term “code smell” [38] and defined it informally as
“certain structures in the code that suggest (sometimes they scream for) the
possibility of refactoring”. Later, various researchers gave diverse definitions
of software smells. A complete list of definitions of smells provided by various
authors can be found online [111]. Based on these, we synthesize the following
five possible defining characteristics of a software smell.
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• Indicator: Authors define smells as an indicator to or a symptom of
a deeper design problem [79, 136, 123, 24].
• Poor solution: The literature describes smells as a suboptimal or
poor solution [58, 54, 37, 9, 129, 20].
• Violates best practices: According to authors such as Suryanarayana
et al. [123] and Sharma et al. [109], smells violate recommended best
practices of the domain.
• Impacts quality: Smells make it difficult for a software system to
evolve and maintain [136, 58]. It is commonly agreed that smells impact
the quality of the system [51, 80, 9, 42, 109, 123].
• Recurrence: Many authors define smells as recurring problems [70,
101, 58].
3.1.2. RQ1.2: What are the types of smells?
Authors have explored smells in different domains and in different focus
areas. Within software system domain, authors have focused on specific aspects such as configuration systems, tests, and models. These explorations
have resulted in various smell catalogs. Table 3 presents a summary of catalogs and corresponding references.
We have compiled an extensive catalog belonging to each focus area. Here,
considering the space constraints, we provide a brief catalog of code smells
in Table 4. We have selected the smells to include in this table based on
the popularity of the smells i.e., based on the number of times the smell has
been studied in the literature. The comprehensive and evolving taxonomy of
software smells can be accessed online.1

1

http://www.tusharma.in/smells
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Table 3: Types of smells

Focus
Implementation
Design
Architecture
Tests
Performance
Configuration systems
Database
Aspect-oriented systems
Energy
Models
Services
Usability
Reuse
Web

References
[38], [9], [16], [29] [1], [46]
[123] [15]
[42], [16] [62]
[45], [49] [26]
[118], [114], [135]
[109]
[52]
[6], [14]
[131]
[28], [25]
[92], [61], [94]
[5]
[67]
[86]

Table 4: Common code smells
Code Smell
References
God class [104]

/

Feature envy[38]
Shotgun
[38]

surgery

Description
The god class smell occurs when a huge class which is
surrounded by many data classes acts as a controller
(i.e., takes most of the decisions and monopolises the
functionality offered by the software). The class defines many data members and methods and exhibits
low cohesion.
Related smells: Insufficient modularization [123],
Blob [16], Brain class [133].
This smell occurs when a method seems more interested in a class other than the one it actually is in.
This smell characterizes the situation when one kind
of change leads to a lot of changes to multiple different
classes. When the changes are all over the place, they
are hard to find, and it’s easy to miss an important
change.
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Table 4: Common code smells
Code Smell
References
Data class [38]

/

Long method[38]

Functional
decomposition[16]

Refused
[38]

bequest

Spaghetti code [16]

Divergent
[38]

change

Long
parameter
list[38]
Duplicate code [38]

Cyclicallydependent modularization [123]

Description
This smell occurs when a class contains only fields and
possibly getters/setters without any behavior (methods).
Related smells: Broken modularization [123].
This smell occurs when a method is too long to understand.
Related smells: God method [104], Brain method
[133].
This smell occurs when the experienced developers
coming from procedural languages background write
highly procedural and non-object-oriented code in an
object-oriented language.
This smell occurs when a subclass rejects some of the
methods or properties offered by its superclass.
Related smells: Rebellious hierarchy [123]
This smell refers to an unmaintainable, incomprehensible code without any structure. The smell does
not exploit and prevents the use of object-orientation
mechanisms and concepts.
Divergent change occurs when one class is commonly
changed in different ways for different reasons.
Related smells: Multifaceted abstraction [123].
This smell occurs when a method accepts a long list
of parameters. Such lists are hard to understand and
difficult to use.
This smell occurs when same code structure is duplicated to multiple places within a software system.
Related smells: Duplicate abstraction [123], Unfactored hierarchy [123], Cut and paste programming
[16].
This smell arises when two or more abstractions depend on each other directly or indirectly.
Related smells: Dependency cycles [76]
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Table 4: Common code smells
Code Smell /
References
Deficient encapsulation [123]

Lava flow [16]

Speculative generality [38]

Lazy class [38]

Switch
[38]

statement

Primitive
sion [38]

obses-

Swiss army knife
[16]

Description
This smell occurs when the declared accessibility of
one or more members of an abstraction is more permissive than actually required.
Related smells: Excessive global variables [30].
This smell is characterized by a piece of code that nobody remembers the purpose and usage, and is largely
not utilized.
Related smells: Unutilized abstraction [123].
This smell occurs where an abstraction is created
based on speculated requirements. It is often unnecessary that makes things difficult to understand and
maintain.
Related smells: Speculative hierarchy [123]
This smell occurs where a class is not doing enough
i.e., it does not realize a concrete responsibility.
Related smells: Unnecessary abstraction [123].
This smell occurs when switch statements that switch
on type codes are spread across the software system
instead of exploiting polymorphism.
Related smells: Unexploited encapsulation [123],
Missing hierarchy [123].
This smell occurs when primitive data types are used
where an abstraction encapsulating the primitives
could serve better.
Related smells: Missing abstraction [123].
This smell arises when the designer attempts to provide all possible uses of the class and ends up in an
excessively complex class interface.
Related smells: Multifaceted abstraction [123].

3.1.3. RQ1.3: How are the smells classified?
An appropriate classification is required to better comprehend a long list
of smells based on their characteristics. We collected, categorized, inferred,
and synthesized the following set of meta-classification of software smells.
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• Effect-based smell classification: Mäntylä et al. [72] classified
smells based on their effects on software development activities. The
categories provided by the classification include bloaters, couplers, and
change preventers.
• Principle-based smell classification: Samarthyam et al. [41] and
Suryanarayana et al. [123] classified design smells based on the primary
object-oriented design principle that the smells violate. The principlebased classification divided the smells in four categories namely: abstraction, modularization, encapsulation, and hierarchy smells.
• Artifact characteristics-based smell classification: Wake [134]
proposed a smell classification based on characteristics of the types.
Categories such as data, interfaces, responsibility, and unnecessary complexity include in his classification. Similarly, Karwin [52] classified sql
antipatterns in the following categories — logical database design, physical database design, query, and application development antipatterns.
• Granularity-based smell classification: Moha et al. [79] classified
smells using two-level classification. At first, a smell is classified in
either inter-class and intra-class category. The second level of classification assigns non-orthogonal categories i.e., structural, lexical, and
measurable to the smells. Similarly, Brown et al. [16] discussed antipatterns classified in three major categories — software development,
software architecture, and software project management antipatterns.
Kenneth Bailey [10] discusses a few desirable properties of a classification.
By applying them in the context of our study, we propose that an ideal
classification of smells must exhibit the following properties.
• Exhaustive: classify all the considered smells,
• Simple: classify smells within the scope and granularity effortlessly,
• Consistent: produce a consistent classification even if it carried out
by different people, and
• Coherent: produce clearly distinguishable categories without overlaps.
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3.1.4. Are smells and antipatterns considered synonyms?
Software engineering researchers and practitioners often use the terms
“antipattern” and “smell” interchangeably. Specifically, authors such as
Palma et al. [93], Palomba et al. [98], and Linares et al. [65] use both
the terms as synonyms. For instance, Linares et al. [65] asserts this notion
explicitly — “. . . we use the word smells to refer to both code smells and
antipatterns, . . . ”
Some authors treat antipatterns and smells as quality defects at different
granularity. For example, Moha et al. [80] and Moha et al. [79] defined design
defects as antipatterns at design granularity and as smells at implementation
granularity.
Andrew Koenig [60] coined the term “antipatterns” in 1995 and defined
it as follows: “An antipattern is just like pattern, except that instead of solution it gives something that looks superficially like a solution, but isn’t one”.
Hallal et al. [48] also describes antipatterns in this vein — “something that
looks like a good idea, but which backfires badly when applied”. Based on
Andrew’s definition, our following interpretation makes antipatterns fundamentally different from smells — antipatterns get chosen but smells occur,
mostly inadvertently. An antipattern is chosen in the assumption that the
usage will bring more benefits than liabilities whereas smells get introduced
due to the lack of knowledge and awareness most of the times.
Brown et al. [16] specify one key characteristic of antipatterns as “. . . that
generates decidedly negative consequences.” This characteristic makes antipatterns significantly different from smells — a smell is considered as an
indicator (refer Section 3.1.1) of a problem (rather than the problem itself)
whereas antipatterns bring decidedly negative consequences.
An antipattern may lead to smells. For instance, a variant of Singleton
introduces sub-type knowledge in a base class leading to cyclic hierarchy
[123] smell in the code [35]. Further, the presence of smells may indicate
that a certain practice is an antipattern rather than a recommended practice
in a given context. For example, the Singleton pattern makes an abstraction
difficult to test and hence introduces test smells; the presence of test smells
helps us identify that the employed pattern is deteriorating the quality more
than helping us solving a design problem.
3.1.5. Implications
We can draw the following implications from the above-discussed research
question.
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• We found that smells may occur in various stages of software development and impair many dimensions of software quality of different artifact types. This implies that software developers should adopt practices
to avoid smells at different granularities, artifacts, and quality dimensions at all stages of software development.
• We identified the core characteristics of software smells. This can help
the research community to identify smells even when they are not
tagged as smells. For example, it is a recommended practice to avoid
accessing external dependencies, such as a database, in a unit test [13].
A non-adherence to the recommended practice exhibits the smell characteristics violates best practices and impacts quality (maintainability
and performance). Therefore, such a violation of the recommended
practice could be identified as a test smell despite not being referred to
as a smell.
• We elaborated the distinction between antipatterns and smells. This
distinction can be further explored in future research on these topics.
3.2. RQ2: How do smells get introduced in software systems?
Authors have explored factors that introduce smells in software systems.
We classify such causal factors into the following consolidated list.
• C1: Lack of skill or awareness A major reason that cause smells
in software systems is poor technical skills of developers and lack of
awareness towards writing high quality code. Many authors [123, 77,
22, 125] have pointed out this cause in their studies.
• C2: Frequently changing requirements Certain design decisions
are made to fulfil the requirements at hand; however, frequent changes
in requirements impair the effective decision making and introduce
smells [77, 63].
• C3: Language, platform, or technology constraints The current literature [121, 77, 59, 63, 22] shows that the chosen technology
influences design decisions and could be another reason that leads to
smells.
• C4: Knowledge gap Missing or complex documentation introduces a
knowledge gap which in turn could lead to smells in a software [63, 77].
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• C5: Processes The adopted processes may help avoid smells to occur
or remain in a software system. Therefore, an ineffective or a missing
set of processes could also become a cause for software smells [125, 124].
• C6: Schedule pressure Developers adopt a quick fix rather than an
appropriate solution in the scarcity of time. These quick fixes are a
source of smells in software systems [63, 77, 123].
• C7: Priority to features over quality Managers consistently pressurise the development teams to deliver new features quickly and ignore
the quality of the system [77].
• C8: Politics Organizational politics for control, position, and power
influence the software quality [22, 63, 122].
• C9: Team culture Many authors [3, 22, 125] have recognized the
practices and the culture prevailed within a team or an organization as
a cause of software smells.
• C10: Poor human resource planning Poor planning of human
resources required for a software project may force the present development team to adopt quick fixes to meet the deadlines [63].
A cause-based classification can help us understand the categories of factors that causes smells. We propose an alternative to cause-based classification in the form of actor-based classification. The actor-based classification
assigns the responsibility of the causes to specific actor(s). The identified
actors should either correct smells in the current project or learn from the
experience so as to avoid these smells in the future. For example, in the
current context, we consider three actors — manager (representing individuals in the management hierarchy), technical lead (the person leading the
technical efforts of a software development team), and a software developer.
Table 5 presents the classification of causes following the actor-based classification scheme. Such a classification can help us in identifying the actionable
tasks. For example, if the skill or awareness of software developers is lacking, the actor-based classification suggests that developers as well as their
technical-lead are responsible to take a corrective action. Similarly, if appropriate processes are not in-place, it is the responsibility of the technical-lead
to deploy them.
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Table 5: Actor-based Classification of Smells Causes

Actor\Causes
Manager
Technical lead
Developer

C1

C2 C3

C4 C5

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

C6 C7
X
X

C8 C9
X
X
X
X

C10
X

The above discussed roles and responsibility assignment is an indicative
example. The classification has to be adapted based on the team dynamics
and the context. For instance, the roles could differ in software development
teams that follow different development methods (e.g. agile, traditional waterfall, and hybrid). Furthermore, some development teams are mature to
take collective decisions whereas some teams have roles such as scrum master
to take decisions that impact the whole team.
3.2.1. Implications
The above exploration consolidates factors reported in the literature that
cause smells. It would be interesting to observe their comparative degree of
impact on software smells. Further, we propose a classification that identifies the actors responsible to correct or avoid the causes of specific smells.
This explicit identification of responsible actors is actionable; software development teams can improve code quality by making the actors accountable
and working with them to correct the underlying factors that lead to specific
smells
3.3. RQ3: How do smells affect the software development processes, artifacts,
or people?
Smells not only impact software product but also the processes and people
working on the product. Table 6 summarizes the impact of smells on software
product, process, and people.
Smells have multi-fold impact on the artifacts produced in the software
development process and associated quality. Specifically, smells impact maintainability, reliability, testability, performance, and change-proneness of the
software. Further, smells also increase effort (and hence cost) required to
produce a software.
Presence of excessive amount of smells in a product may influence the
outcome of a process; for instance, a high number of smells in a piece of code
may lead to pull request rejection [115].
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Table 6: Impact of Smells

Entity

Attribute
Maintainability

Software product

Effort/Cost
Reliability
Change proneness
Testability
Performance

Software development
Processes
People

References
[11], [100], [82],
[137], [136], [138],
[119]
[117], [120], [105],
[68]
[51], [47], [139],
[12], [81], [56]
[88], [56], [139], [55]
[105]
[18], [50], [114]
[115]

Morale and motivation [125], [123]
Productivity
[125]

A high number of smells (and hence high technical debt) negatively impact the morale and motivation of the development team and may lead to
high attrition [125, 123].
3.3.1. Implications
The above exploration reveals that impact of smells on certain aspects has
not been studied in detail. For example, the impact of smells on testability of
a software system and productivity of a software development team have been
studied only by one study each. Further research in this area can quantify the
degree of the smells’ impact on diverse product and process quality aspects
along with the corresponding implications.
3.4. RQ4: How do smells get detected?
A large body of knowledge exists to detect software smells. Smells have
been detected in many studies by employing various techniques. We classify
the smell detection strategies in five broad categories; we describe these categories below. Figure 2 shows an abstract layered process flow that we have
synthesized by analyzing existing approaches to detect smells using the five
categories of smell detection.
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Figure 2: A layered overview of smell detection methods. Each detection method starts
from the code (or source artifact) and goes through various steps to detect smells. The
direction of the arrows shows the flow direction and annotations on the arrows show the
detection method (first part) and the step number (second part).

1. Metrics-based smell detection: A typical metrics-based smell detection method takes source code as the input, prepares a source code
model (such as an ast (Abstract Syntax Tree)) (step 1.1 in the figure
2) typically by using a third-party library, detects a set of source code
metrics (step 1.2) that capture the characteristics of a set of smells,
and detects smells (step 1.3) by applying a suitable threshold [75].
For example, an instance of the god class smell can be detected using
the following set of metrics: wmc (Weighted Methods per Class), atfd
(Access To Foreign Data), and tcc (Tight Class Cohesion) [74, 133].
These metrics are compared against pre-defined thresholds and com19

bined using logical operators. Apart from these, the community frequently uses other metrics such as noc (Number of Children), nom
(Number of Methods), cbo (Coupling Between Objects), rfc (Response For Class), and lcom (Lack of Cohesion of Methods) [19] to
detect other smells.
2. Rules/Heuristic-based smell detection: Smell detection methods
that define rules or heuristics [79] (step 2.2 in the figure 2) typically
takes source code model (step 2.1) and sometimes additional software
metrics (step 2.3) as inputs. They detect a set of smells when the
defined rules/heuristics get satisfied.
There are many smells that cannot be detected by the currently available metrics alone. For example, we cannot detect rebellious hierarchy,
missing abstraction, cyclic hierarchy, and empty catch block smells using commonly used metrics. In such cases, rules or heuristics can be
used to detect smells. For example, the cyclic hierarchy [123] smell
(when the supertype has knowledge about its subtypes) is detected by
defining a rule that checks whether a class is referring to its subclasses.
Often, rules or heuristics are combined with metrics to detect smells.
3. History-based smell detection: Some authors have detected smells
by using source code evolution information [95]. Such methods extract
structural information of the code and how it has changed over a period
of time (step 3.1 in the figure 2). This information is used by a detection
model (step 3.2) to infer smells in the code. For example, by applying
association rule mining on a set of methods that have been changed
and committed often to the version control system together, divergent
change smell can be detected [95].
4. Machine learning-based smell detection: Various machine learning methods such as Support Vector Machines [70], and Bayesian Belief
Networks [57] have been used to detect smells. A typical machine learning method starts with a mathematical model representing the smell
detection problem (step 4.1 in the figure 2). Existing examples (step
4.2) and source code model (step 4.3 and 4.4) could be used to instantiate a concrete populated model. The method results in a set of
detected smells by applying a chosen machine learning algorithm (step
4.5) on the populated model. For instance, a Support Vector Machine
classifier could be trained using object-oriented metrics attributes for
each class. Then the classifier can be used on other programs along
with corresponding metrics data to detect smells [70].
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5. Optimization-based smell detection: Approaches in this category
apply optimization algorithms such as genetic algorithms [90] to detect
smells. Such methods apply an optimization algorithm on computed
software metrics (step 5.4 in the figure 2) and, in some cases, existing
examples (step 5.1) of smells to detect new smells in the source code.
Among the surveyed papers, we selected all the papers that employ a smell
detection mechanism. We classify these attempts based on the employed
smell detection method. Table 7 shows existing attempts to identify smells
using one of the smell detection methods. The table also shows number of
smells detected by each of the method and target language/artifact.
Each detection method comes with a set of strengths and weaknesses.
Metrics-based smell detection is convenient and relatively easy to implement;
however, as discussed before, one cannot detect many smells using only commonly known metrics. Another important criticism of metrics-based methods
is their dependence on choosing an appropriate set of thresholds, which is
a non-trivial challenge. Rule/Heuristic-based detection methods expand the
horizon of metrics-based detection by strengthening them with the power
of heuristics defined on source code entities. Therefore, rule/heuristic-based
methods combined with metrics offer detection mechanisms that can reveal a
high proportion of known smells. History-based methods have a limited applicability because only a few smells are associated with evolutionary changes.
Therefore, a source code entity (say a method or a class) that has not necessarily evolved in a certain way to suffer from a smell cannot be detected
by history-based methods. Machine learning approaches depend heavily on
training data and the lack of such training datasets is a concern [57]. Also,
it is still unknown whether machine learning-based detection algorithms can
scale to the large number of known smells. Further, optimization-based smell
detection methods depend on metric data and corresponding thresholds. This
fact makes them suffer from limitations similar to metrics-based methods.
Table 7: Smell Detection Methods and Corresponding
References
Smell
method

detection Reference
[27]
[75]
[83]

1
10
2
21

Metrics-based

#Smells

Languages/
Artifacts
Java
Java, C++
Java

Table 7: Smell Detection Methods and Corresponding
References
Smell
method

detection Reference

Machine learning-based

History-based

#Smells

[107]
[130]
[85]
[89]
[69]
[37]

5
2
1
1
11
5

[14]

7

[113]
[30]
[133]
[91]
[2]
[31]
[87]
[132]
[88]
[57]
[17]
[58]
[70]
[23]
[71]
[40]
[95]
[102]
[28]

3
13
10
2
3
1
1
10
2
1
1
3
4
1
NA
3
5
5
8

[1]
[34]
[127]

8
1
1
22

Languages/
Artifacts
Java
Java
Java
Java
Java
UML Diagrams
Aspectsoriented
systems
Java
JavaScript
Java
Java
NA
C
Java
JavaScript
Java
Java
Java
Java
Java
Java
Java
Java
Java
C
Use-case
Model
C++
Java
Java

Table 7: Smell Detection Methods and Corresponding
References
Smell
method

detection Reference

Rule/Heuristics-based

Optimization-based

#Smells

[128]
[21]

1
4

[7]

1

[99]
[64]
[92]

5
1
8

[79]
[126]

4
6

[9]
[110]
[53]
[106]
[43]
[90]

17
30
8
7
3
5

Languages/
Artifacts
Java
UML Models
UML Models
Java
Java
REST
APIs
Java
Palladio
Component Model
Java
C#
Java
Java
Java
XML
(WSDL)

3.4.1. Implications
We identify five categories of smell detection mechanisms. An implication
of the categorization for the research community is the positioning of new
smell detection methods; the authors can classify their new methods as one
of these categories or propose a new smell detection method category.
Among the five types of smell detection methods, metrics-based tools
are most popular and relatively easier to develop. On the other hand, researchers are attracted towards machine learning-based methods to overcome
the shortcomings of other smell detection methods such as the dependence on
choosing appropriate threshold values for metrics. The availability of a standard training dataset would encourage researchers to develop better smell
detection tools using machine learning approaches.
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3.5. RQ5: What are the open research questions?
Despite the availability of huge amount of literature to understand smells
and associated aspects, we perceive many opportunities to expand the domain knowledge.
1 False-positives and lack of context: Results produced by the present
set of smell detection tools are prone to false-positive instances [35, 58].
• The major reason of the false-positive proneness of the smell detection methods is that metrics and rule-based methods depend
heavily on the metrics thresholds. The software engineering community has identified threshold selection as a challenge [53], [37].
There have been many attempts to identify optimal thresholds
[36, 66, 33]; however, the proneness to false-positives cannot be
eliminated in metrics and rule-based methods since one set of
thresholds (or a method to derive thresholds) do not hold good in
another context.
• Many authors have asserted that smell detection is a subjective
process [73, 96, 84]. As Gil et al. [44] say — “Bluntly, the code
metric values, when inspected out of context, mean nothing.” Similarly, Fontana et al. [35] list a set of commonly detected smells
that solve a specific design problem in the real-world.
We suggest that the identified smells using tools must go through
an expert-based scrutiny to finally tag them as quality problems.
Essentially, the present set of smell detection methods are not
designed to take context into account. One potential reason is
that it is not easy to define, specify, and capture context. This
presents an interesting yet challenging opportunity to significantly
improve the relevance of detected smells.
• Another interesting concern related to smells in the context of
false-positives is that smells are indicative by definition and thus
it is unfair to tag smells as false-positive based on the context.
As shown in Figure 3, a recorded smell could be a false-positive
instance (and thus not an actual smell) when it does not fulfil the
criteria of a smell by the definition of a smell. When the recorded
smell is not a false-positive instance, it could either be a smell
which is not a quality problem considering the context of the detected smell. Finally, a detected smell could be a definite quality
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problem contributing to technical debt. This brings up an interesting insight that researchers and practitioners need to perceive
smells (as indicators) differently from definite quality problems.
<!> Recorded
smell

<>
False positive

No

Is
recorded smell
an actual smell by
the definition of a
smell?

Yes

Is
recorded smell
not a quality problem
considering the
context?

Yes

The recorded
smell is a smell
but not a
<!>
quality problem
considering the
context.

No

<!>

The detected smell is a
definite quality problem.

Figure 3: A recorded smell could be a false-positive instance, a smell that is not a quality
problem, or a definite quality problem.

For example, consider a tool reports an instance of data class smell
in a software system. As explained in Table 4, this smell occurs
when a class contains only data fields without any methods. A
common practice is to tag the instance of a data class as a falsepositive when it is serving a specific purpose in that context [35].
However, we argue that rather than tagging the instance as a falsepositive (based on the context), we define smells as being separate
from the definite quality problems. A fowl smell in a restaurant
may indicate something is rotten, but can also accompany the
serving of a strongly smelling cheese.
In a manual inspection, if we find that the class has one method
apart from data fields then the reported smell is a false-positive
instance since it does not fulfil the condition of a data class smell.
On the other hand, if the class only contains data fields without
any method definition, it is a smell. As a developer, if one considers the context of the class and infers that the class is being used,
for instance, as a dto (Data Transfer Object) [39] the smell is not
a quality problem because it is the result of a conscious design decision. However, if the above case doesn’t apply and the developer
is using another class (typically a manager or a controller class)
to access and manipulate the data members of the data class, the
identified smell is a definite quality problem.
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2 Limited detection support for known smells: Table 8 shows all the
smell detection tools selected in this study and their corresponding
supported smells. It is evident that most of the existing tools support
detection of a significantly smaller subset of known smells. Researchers
[97, 103, 110] have identified the limited support present for identifying
smells in the existing literature. The deficiency poses a serious threat
to empirical studies that base their research on a severely low number
of smells.
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God class

References

Table 8: Smell Detection Methods and supported smells
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References
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Figure 4 shows number of studies detecting a specific smell sorted by
the number of studies detecting the smells (the top 20 most frequently
detected smells). The figure shows that god class smell has been detected the most in the smells literature. On the other hand, some of the
smells have been detected only by one study; these smells include parallel inheritance hierarchy [95], closure smells [30], isp violation [75],
hub-like modularization [110], and cyclic hierarchy [110]. Obviously,
there are many other smells that have not been detected by any study.
The importance and relevance of a smell cannot be determined by its
popularity. Hence, the research community also needs to explore the
relatively less commonly detected smells and strengthen the quality
analysis.

Number of studies
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2
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2
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3

Lazy class

3

Brain method

4

Long Parameter List

5

Divergent Change

6
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7
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8

Functional decomposition

9

Long method

9

Data class

Shotgun surgery

Feature envy

God class\blob

9

Brain class

14

Smells

Figure 4: The number of studies detecting a specific smell

Further, academic researchers have concentrated heavily on a single
programming language, namely Java [103]. The 46 smell detection
methods for source code shown in Table 8 have their targets distributed
as follows: 31 for Java, six for models, two for C, two for C++, two
for JavaScript, one for C#, and one each for XML and REST APIs.
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Expanding the smell detection tools to support a wide range of known
smells and diverse programming languages and platforms is another
open opportunity.
3 Inconsistent smell definitions and detection methods: The abundance of the smell literature has produced inconsistencies in the definition of smells and their detection methods. For example, god class is
one of the most commonly researched smells; however, researchers have
defined it differently. Riel et al. [104] has defined it as the class that
tend to centralize the knowledge in the system. On the other hand,
Gabriela et al. [23] defined it as a class that has too many methods
and Mazeiar et al. [107] specified it as the class which is used more
extensively than others.
Similarly, based on their description and interpretation, their detection
methods also differ significantly and they detect smells inconsistently.
Furthermore, in some cases, identical interpretation of smells may also
produce different results due to the variation in chosen thresholds of
employed metrics.
Even further, metrics tools show inconsistent results even for wellknown metrics such as lcom, cc, and loc. For example, one tool
might implement one variation of lcom and another tool may realize
another or custom variation of the metric while both the tools refer the
metric with the same name. Such inconsistencies in smell definition
and their detection methods have been identified by the community
[103, 8, 41].
It is, therefore, important and relevant to establish a standard with
respect to smell definition, their implementation, as well as commonly
used metrics.
4 Impact of smells on productivity: In Section 3.3, we present the available literature that discusses the impact of smells on software quality
as well as processes and people. It is believed that smells affect mainly
maintainability and poor maintainability in turn impacts productivity
of the development team. As shown in Section 3.3, the current literature draws connection between impact of smells and maintainability.
However, the impact of smells on productivity is not yet explored to a
sufficient detail. Other researchers [140] have also identified the need
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to better understand the impact of smells. We believe that establishing
an explicit and concrete relation between smells and productivity will
enhance the adoption of the concepts concerning smells among practitioners.
3.5.1. Implications
In the above discussion, we elaborated on the inherent deficiencies in the
present set of smell detection methods. These deficiencies include lack of
context and a small number of detectable smells on a very small number of
platforms. This analysis clearly calls for effective and widely-applicable smell
detection tools and techniques. Inconsistent smell definitions and detection
methods indicate the need to set up a standard for smell definitions as well
as a verified dataset of smells.
4. Conclusions
This survey presents a synthesized and consolidated overview of the current knowledge in the domain of software smells. We extensively searched
a wide range of conferences and journals for the relevant studies published
from year 1999 to 2016. The studies selected in all the phases of the selection,
an exhaustive smell catalog, as well as the program that generates the smell
catalog are made available online.2
Our study has explored and identified the following dimensions concerning
software smells in the literature.
• We reveal five defining characteristics of software smells: indicator, poor
solution, violates best practices, impacts quality, and recurrence.
• We identify and catalog a wide range of smells (close to 200 at the time
of writing this paper) that we made available online and classify them
based on 14 focus areas.
• We classify existing smells classifications into four categories: effectbased, principle-based, artifact characteristic-based, and granularitybased.
• We curate ten factors that cause smells to occur in a software system.
We also classify these causes based on their actors.
2

https://github.com/tushartushar/smells, http://www.tusharma.in/smells/
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• We categorize existing smell detection methods into five groups: metricsbased, rules/heuristic-based, history-based, machine learning-based, and
optimization-based.
In addition to this, we identify the following gaps and research opportunities in the present set of tools and techniques.
• Existing literature does not differentiate between a smell (as an indicator) and a definite quality problem.
• The community believes that the existing smell detection methods suffer from high false-positive rates. Also, existing methods cannot define,
specify, and capture the context of a smell.
• The currently available tools can detect only a very small number of
smells. Further, most of the tools largely only support the Java programming language.
• Existing literature has produced inconsistent smell definitions. Similarly, smell detection methods and the corresponding produced results
are highly inconsistent.
• The current literature does not establish an explicit connection between smells and their impact on productivity of a software development team.
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